
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a planner, business. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for planner, business

Preparing Budgeting and forecasting of Materials and Maintenance needs
Participate in monthly open to buy meetings to highlight and articulate key
sales, inventory and gross margin opportunities and risks
Create and publish ad-hoc reporting and provide expert analysis
Partner with Finance to inform sales plans at the quarter, month, week and
day level for individual Brand House stores
Analyze the potential of new store locations and the expansion of existing
store locations by determining accurate sales volume projections based on
sister store sales, trends, competitive and local market data
Create by store and by cluster attributes by evaluating individual and store
group sales performance, product performance biases, sales to stock
comparisons, seasonality and turn
Partner with the cross-functional team to develop store based tests to
identify future opportunities
Leading the execution of pilots, new business models, promotions and offers
in the America’s markets and working together with our international pilots
lead to execute in Europe and Asia
Coordinate and conduct annual maintenance of business continuity
documentation and updates, exercises, and independent review and
validation
Must be able to work non-standard hours, including weekends and holidays,
as needed
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Provides order status
Performs duties for applying stock coils to internal orders
Manages and controls finished goods inventory
Communicates shipment status of orders with Commercial
Ability and willingness to work extended hours, weekends and/or holidays in
support of our 24/7 operations
Deep familiarity with statistical models & methods (experimental design,
hypothesis testing, regression analysis, applied machine learning)


